RWCP Meeting Speech Corpus

Producer
Intellectual Resources working Group of Real World Computing Partnership (RWCP)

Contents
Speech data of the played meeting by more than four participants
Meeting on the planning related to the participants occupation
Simultaneous recording with a close-talk microphone for each speaker and a common microphone for all participants
MPEG format video recording of the meeting was also taken from the three directions.

Speakers
Vol. 1
M1: Package tour plan of a travel agent 1
M2: Package tour plan of a travel agent 2
M3: Homepage plan of a travel agent 1
M4: Homepage plan of a travel agent 2
M5: Investigation on travel

Vol. 2
M6: Mail magazine plan of a travel agent
M7: Homepage plan of a travel agent 3

Recording environment
Recorded in a soundproof room with a close talk microphone and a condenser microphone.

Recording media
2 DVD-R (16 kHz sampling rate, 16 bit quantization)
Vol. 1 (M1-M5) contains also the original data of 24 kHz sampling rate.
Vol. 2 (M6-M7) contains also the original data of 48 kHz sampling rate.

Price
No fee to be used for research purposes only.

Comments